Except for prime numbers, any number N has at least two finite integer factor pairs [p,q] of which one is [N,1] when p>q. One can write
and note that it is the formula for a hyperbola in the p-q plane along which lie certain integer solution points [p,q] . This hyperbola can be rotated by π/4 radians to produce a Brahmaguta-Pell like equation- A plot of this non-linear Dophantine equation, including its integer solution pairs [x,y] for the special case of N=16 follows-
The three solution pairs shown as blue circles correspond to [x,y]=[0,8] , [6, 10] ,and [15, 17] . The corresponding points in the p-q plane are - [p,q] In these examples it was a relatively easy task to generate the factors for large numbers defined by hyperbolas of the form (N) n =pq. The reverse problem is much more difficult.
We start with the basic definition- 
Noting that generally x<K, we can sum the terms in the curly bracket to obtain the following alternate form for y-) ( This last result represents essentially the original definition of x and y which led to our Diophantine equation in the first place. In these last manipulations and in the above graph we have replaced α by x and β by y. This x and y should not be confused with the earlier x and y used in the N=pq hyperbola rotation.
